




10 300 ha22!48sq.m
(258-516 sq.ft) (< 740 ac)1
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OCTOLA PRIVATE WILDERNESS 

Having hunted for the right place to accommodate the discerning guests of 
our Luxury Action travel company, I eventually realised the the right property 
did not exists in the right location. That’s when I decided the only option was 
to build our very own log chalet. Traditionally, we have managed or rented 
private chalets in various locations around Lapland, then refurnished them to 
meet the individual standards of our guests. As fun and instructive this concept 
has been, implementing interior design on a one-by-one basis fis costly and 
time consuming. In addition, regardless of our efforts to upgrade the existing 
chalets in Lapland, although of excellent quality, tend to have very small rooms 
and only a few properties have en-suite bedrooms with shower and toilet. I felt 
it was time for a revolutional change to provide exclusive accommodation in 
the Arctic that meets the needs of our experiential guests. 

In this project, colleagues from the world’s leading luxury travel companies 
have helped us with contributions to design and ideas. OCTOLA was built for 
frequent, global travellers accustomed to luxurious five star hotels. Being 
accommodated in a wooden chalet is the essence of Lapland, providing the 
most authentic stay in the Arctic. We offer total privacy in our own secluded 
wilderness area and all the exciting outdoor Arctic activities are on your 
doorstep. Our wilderness guides, chef and butler ensure that all your 
requirements and wishes are attended to.

http://www.octola.com
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At OCTOLA I want you to feel relaxed and in touch with pure nature. I’m 
offering guests a unique kind of health spa for the spirit, where you can leave 
behind the stress of the day to day world, and savour the healing qualities of 
Lapland’s stunningly beautiful natural environment. 

I’d like to extend a very warm welcome to your Lapland home-from-home, 
passionately conceived and realised according to the style of Lapp and Sámi 
tradition. From the beginning I wanted the contribution of a Sámi architect, 
who understood my philosophy of ”new luxury”. OCTOLA’s shape is derived 
from traditional Lapp ’laavu’ buildings, that in the past used to provide a 
shelter for the people living the nomadic lifestyle. 

Part of my philosophy of luxury in Lapland is to be secluded, far from the 
crowds, and to be at one with nature, but with access to every conceivable 
private service and comfort. It is in such a place that I find inspiration and 
relaxation. It is my wish that this is where you will find them also. 

“Leave the stress behind of the day to day world and
savour the healing qualities of Lapland’s stunningly 
beautiful natural environment.”
JANNE HONKANEN 
FOUNDER OCTOLA / CEO, FOUNDER LUXURY ACTION

http://www.octola.com
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The name OCTOLA is derived from the magical number 8: 

 • The latitude 66’ North, the Arctic Circle, crosses all eight Arctic countries 
 • We have eight seasons in Lapland 
 • There’s eight points of the compass 
 • The biggest wave in the sea is the seventh, but eight is the new beginning 

With our dedicated chefs we have created an eight-course North Pole menu to 
honour the versatile Arctic cuisine. This is presented in our own richly 
illustrated gourmet book, ‘8 Arctic Seasons: discover - taste -experience’, 
launched at the North Pole in 2016. The book was nominated as the best 
cookbook in the world in spring 2017, and won the best Scandinavian cook 
book award. 

We serve Nordic Cuisine in our chalet, and prefer local ingredients naturally 
growing in our region. Our discerning chef selects all the ingredients and 
controls the preparation process to make sure OCTOLA guests can appreciate 
both food and presentation. If you have any special requests or preferences in 
your diet, just let us know. Our goal and commitment is to create an ideal 
match in taste and serving for whatever our guests may wish.

http://www.octola.com
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OCTOLA lodge is a harmonious combination of a modern glass house, rustic 
wilderness cabin, and private luxury hotel. Our aim is not to offer you simply 
accommodation, but a tranquil sensation of being one with the surrounding 
wilderness. What we have created is a new, next generation private travel 
concept, letting you to linger in utmost privacy. Stay in OCTOLA, the most 
exclusive lodge in the Nordic region, is fully catered and comes with a selection 
of local experiences that let you fully immerse in the local way of life. 

The property, accessible by helicopter, snowmobile or car, is located on private 
land of more than 300 hectares, in the cul-de-sac of a private road, surrounded 
by silent wilderness and freely roaming reindeer. The log walls present the 
most ecological and traditional building style in the region, while our wood 
burning sauna and geothermal heating ensures you will stay in warmth and 
comfort even in the coldest time of the year. 

“Be secluded, far from the crowds, and be at one with nature, 
but with access to every conceivable private service and 
comfort.”
JANNE HONKANEN 
FOUNDER OCTOLA / CEO, FOUNDER LUXURY ACTION 

http://www.octola.com


SUMMER HOLIDAY

Experience the midnight sun
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Day 1. Day 2. Day 3. Day 4. Day 5. Day 6. Day 7. Day 8. Day 9.

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Breakfast by own chef 
and butler

Arrival to Rovaniemi 
Airport and private 
transfer to Octola 

(20min)

Hiking and introduction 
of Octola Wilderness

Learn about survival 
skills and lumberjack 
tasks in the nature.

Wild river rafting with 
fishing possibility 

available 

A private visit and 
tasting at local herbs 

farm
Nature hike and berry 

picking with your guide
A visit at arctic museum 

to lear about arctic 
lifestyle

Private handcraft 
making guided by a 
local family. At same 

time you will learn a lot 
about arctic living

Private transfer to 
Rovaniemi Airport and 

departure 

Welcome reception and 
introducing the private 

wilderness

Wilderness lunch 
served by your chef at 

amazing, beautiful 
landscape place

Lunch included in the 
woods Lunch included

Drinks tasting by 
bartender with organic 
fresh herbs. Private bar 
set to the herbs farm 

(alcohol and non-
alcohol)


Lunch served at Octola

Lunch at Octola
Lunch


E- fatbikes available at 
Octola 

Lunch

If the skies are clear, 
you have an opportunity 

to enjoy of amazing 
midnight sun 

phenomenon every day

Arctic scientist comes 
to make a very special 

and private lecture to all 
family

Relaxing Yoga session 
available


Learn to make a 
traditional birch whisk 
making which used in 

Sauna

2- massage therapists 
available for afternoon

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.

In the afternoon a 
private boat cruise to 

reindeer herder to learn 
about arctic lifestyle and 
3- course dinner served 

at traditional wooden 
building

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.


3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

Learn to make a 
traditional birch whisk 
making which used in 

Sauna

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.


3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.


3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.


3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

Outdoor hot tube and 
Sauna available.


3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

3- course dinner at 
Octola and overnight

Boat cruise turns into a 
midnight sun cruise 

when we return back 
Octola compared with 

Sauna boat

Midnight sun hike to 
search Northern Lights

3- course farewell 
dinner at Octola and 

overnight

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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SAUNA BOAT EXPERIENCE

Sauna Ferryboat along the rivers give you another perspective to the 

city.  

Enjoy beautiful sunshine while enjoying a dinner on the ferryboat. 

Stop over by the shore to have a dip to cool river water. 

Sauna is available during the entire time, relax and rewind yourself. 

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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WHITE RIVER RAFTING

Explore Lapland by Water - Rafting 

Spring and summer are the seasons for river rafting. It is very exciting 

to be carried along with the rushing foam in a rubber raft or wooden 

boat.  

If you’re more into rivers and rapids, take a look up north where fast-

flowing northern rivers are in full flood. Lapland is home to some of 

Finland’s longest and most varied rapids.If a leisurely voyage sounds 

more tempting, you can cruise down more gentle rivers while 

admiring the scenery, birdlife and flora along the way. Rest stops, 

campsites and wilderness huts are aplenty by some rivers.

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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E-FATBIKE TOUR IN 
THE ARCTIC FORESTS
Forest biking with Fatbikes is an easy and excellent summer exercise 

that relieves stress and gives you an adrenaline rush. It’s also a 

wonderful way to enjoy the quietness while spotting animal tracks or 

admiring the beautiful scenery. Fatbiking allows you get off the 

beaten track and discover places that are not accessible on foot. 

Hear the silence in the calm woods and stop for a snack on top of 

Ounasvaara hill. 

Let the stress slip away and enjoy the magic of nature! 

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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VISIT TO A LOCAL  
HANDCRAFT SHOP 

We will visit an exclusive handcraft workshop in true Lappish settings. 

As you step inside the cosy red cottage, you’ll be welcomed by one 

of the region’s best handicraft artisans.  

After introducing you to some of the materials and methods she uses 

to make her delightful souvenirs, you’ll get a chance to make your 

own. Using the shed reindeer horns that can be found lying in the 

Lapland wilderness, you’ll learn how to craft your own unique horn 

souvenir to take home with you, so you can impress your friends with 

your newly acquired skills.  

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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REINDEER HERDING

A day trip to visit a reindeer herder. You will spend the day with a 

Sámi reindeer herder and his flock and experience their daily work 

with the reindeers in their natural environment. 

Here you will get the opportunity to get close to the animals and to 

get a rare insight into the daily life of a Sámi reindeer herder. This is a 

rare access to the Sámi culture and way of living, in addition to the 

breathtaking nature experiences you can expect in the Arctic north.  

http://www.octola.com


TRADITIONAL SALMON  
FISHING EXPERIENCE
During your 1,5 to 2 hours drive towards destination Pello by River 

Tornio, your guide will run through the programme for the day and 

introduce you to the region.  On your arrival to your water-side chalet, 

your chef invites you for a welcome meal, and it’s time to rise a glass or 

two for your adventure that has just begun!  As you enjoy the meal with 

your fishermen, that will be with you during the day, you’ll hear stories 

about the fish-driven life in the Arctic. 

After the meal we set out in the boats, rowing in the calm waters of 

Miekojärvi Lake. With natural white sandy beaches in the midst of 

tranquil wilderness, this glittering lake district offers total peace of mind 

in a truly stunning setting. Surrounded by old-growth forest, the 

scenery differs greatly from that of the Tornio River, fed by the lake. It’s 

a day for simpler line-and-hook fishing, yielding catches of whitefish, 

perch and pike – and another sumptuous menu. 

WWW.OCTOLA.COM
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WILDERNESS COUSINE 
EXPERIENCE 

The cuisine at Octola is heavily influenced by local ingredients, 
traditions and the individual requirements of every guest.. 

You own private chef will be there for an amazing private cooking 
lesson experience! 

All the products, are fresh,  seasonal, and organic from our private 
farms.

http://www.octola.com
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SUMMER DRIVING 
WITH ATV 

Your guide will take you to a private track where you get to try your 
Sumer driving with Can-Ams. Your guide will run through a short safety 
briefing and you will get all the necessary gear.  

Once you are fully suited and booted, it’s time to test your summer 
driving skills and the capabilities of these unique ATV’s in wet  and 
muddy conditions. We can assure you that this thrilling and adrenaline-
fuelled driving experience won’t leave you cold! 

http://www.octola.com
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SURVIVAL TASKS 
The survival guide will teach you how to build a fire without modern-

day luxuries like matches, a lighter, or even a fire striker. Also we will be 

able to build a Teepee ourselves. 

Mixing nature’s beauty with outdoor survival, students learn the 10 

Essentials for any outdoor trip. While in the forest, they band together 

as a team to build emergency shelters, build fires, and cook food in an 

outdoor setting. 

  

http://www.octola.com
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YOUR STAY IN OCTOLA INCLUDES: 

 • Daily housekeeping 
 • Meals prepared by our own chefs 
 • Selected beverages 
 • Butler service 
 • Wilderness hotel manager 
 • Wilderness guide 
 • E-fat biking 
 • Landscape programs 
 • Nature walks 
 • Arctic phenomenon  
 • Sauna experiences 
 • All transfers on Mercedes vans 
 • Survival skills lesson 
 • A private handcraft making excursion 
 • From the behalf of each guest, a generous donation will be made to the 

Private Wilderness Fund to protect Arctic animals 

http://www.octola.com
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OCTOLA LODGE FLOORPLAN 

http://www.octola.com
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OCTOLA VILLA FLOORPLAN 

http://www.octola.com
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LOCATION 
66°37’52.7”N / 25°34’27.8”E 
ARCTIC CIRCLE - FINLAND - LAPLAND 

OCTOLA - ROVANIEMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT = 20 min BY CAR 
PRIVATE HELIPAD IS AVAILABLE

http://www.octola.com


EIGHT REASONS TO BOOK  
YOUR STAY AT OCTOLA

1. PURE NATURE 

2. CLEANEST AIR 

3. CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER 

4. ARCTIC PHENOMENA

5. WILD ANIMALS 

6. SILENCE  

7. ARCTIC ACTIVITIES 

8. NORDIC CUISINE


